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WALKABOUT AWARDS

A tally of the kilometres an 
individual has travelled under 
human power in their time in 
Scouting.

Requirements:
• Scouts - the minimum distance to be travelled in each journey 

is 5km in order to fit requirements.
• Journeys completed by canoe/kayak or bicycle are recorded as 

half of the total distance travelled for the tally.  
(For example a 20 kilometre bike journey is equal to 10 kilometre 
in the Walkabout tally.)

• Journeys completed on foot are recorded as their full distance.
• Both overnight and day journeys are recorded to the 

Walkabout tally, as long as the reach the minimum distance 
requirement for the respective section.

  Date:  Examiner’s Signature:

10 km   .....................            ........................................................................

50 km   .....................            ........................................................................

100 km   ......................            ........................................................................

150 km   .....................            ........................................................................

200 km   .....................            ........................................................................

300 km   .....................            ........................................................................

400 km   .....................            ........................................................................

500 km   .....................            ........................................................................
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